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Abstract—Conventional request-grant based non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) incurs tremendous overhead and high
latency. To enable grant-free access in NOMA systems, user
activity detection (UAD) is essential. In this paper, we investigate
compressive sensing (CS) aided UAD, by utilizing the property of
quasi-time-invariant channel tap delays as the prior information.
This does not require any prior knowledge of the number
of active users like the previous approaches, and therefore is
more practical. Two UAD algorithms are proposed, which are
referred to as gradient based and time-invariant channel tap
delays assisted CS (g-TIDCS) and mean value based and TIDCS
(m-TIDCS), respectively. They achieve much higher UAD accu-
racy than the previous work at low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Based on the UAD results, we also propose a low-complexity CS
based channel estimation scheme, which achieves higher accuracy
than the previous channel estimation approaches.
Index Terms—NOMA, compressive sensing, user activity de-
tection, channel estimation, multipath.
I. INTRODUCTION
The non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) techniques
have received considerable attention in the context of next
generation communications as a benefit of their increased sum-
rate. The key concept of NOMA is that of allowing multiple
users to occupy the same frequency-, time- or code resource
[1] and the research of NOMA has been widely studied in
the literature from the perspectives of sum-rate maximization
[2], power minimization [3], and signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) outage-probability minimization [4]. To
this end, various of techniques, such as cooperative NOMA
[5], power control [6] and users grouping [7], have been
proposed. However, the aforementioned works fundamentally
need request-grant for users access. That is, base station (BS)
and users need to exchange a large amount of pilot signal for
user access, incurring unaffordable training overhead and high
latency [8]. Therefore, the low-overhead and low-latency user
access approach, namely grant-free transmission, is demanding
in NOMA systems. To be specific, the multiple users can
transmit data without a strict access grant process, which can
be achieved by user activity detection (UAD) at BS [9].
The strong sparsity of the multipath channel in time domain
enables a sparsity feature at uplink transmission. Since com-
pressive sensing (CS) is able to reconstruct a sparse physical
signal with less information [10], it is motivated to apply CS
for UAD in NOMA systems, to enable a grant-free user access.
In fact, CS combined with NOMA have been extensively
investigated. In [11], [12], orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
algorithm was exploited to recover the sparse signal, where
the level of users’ activity remains unchanged in each time
slot. Furthermore, [13] showed a structured iterative detection
algorithm by exploiting such structured sparsity, whereas it re-
quires the knowledge of the total number of users. Then author
in [14] proposed the dynamic CS-based multiuser detection
(MUD) to perform UAD in several continuous-time slots by
exploiting the temporal correlation of the active user sets.
Following the work in [14], [15] adopted a stagewise approach
to expand the true active user set which can adaptively acquires
the sparsity of level of user activity. However, in [14] and [15],
the assumption of perfect channel state information (CSI),
single path channel, and requirement of knowledge of sparsity
of active users hinder its application into practice.
In practice, the number of active users accounts for a
small fraction, typically below 10%, of the total potential
users [16]. Hence, the perfect knowledge of the number of
active users and the CSI are impractical [17], since each
user randomly activates and transmits information with the
grant-free transmission approach. Furthermore, compared to
single-path channel, superimposed signals from multiple users
may be distorted by the multipath effect, especially for low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scenario. In contrast, channel tap
delays vary slowly in time domain, which is nearly invariant
compared to channel tap gain [16] [18] and is referred to
as time-invariant multipath delay. If the characteristic can be
effectively exploited as the prior information for UAD, the
required information, i.e., the total number of active users,
can be significantly reduced. Hence, in this paper, we are
motivated to investigate the relationship between UAD and
channel estimation with relatively time-invariant multipath
delay. Besides, we consider low SNR scenarios since UAD and
channel estimation are more challenging in multipath channel
compared to single-path channel, especially for low SNR. The
main contributions are summarized as follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to utilize the property of the time-invariant channel tap
delays as a prior information to perform CS-aided UAD
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in a NOMA system. The proposed UAD scheme does
not require the knowledge of sparsity of active users like
the previous work [11]–[14], and therefore it is more
practical. In particular, it is more suitable for low SNR
scenarios than the work in [15], as utilization of the prior
information could reduce the influence of noise on CS-
aided UAD.
• Two algorithms are proposed for uplink UAD, referred to
as gradient based and time-invariant channel tap delays
assisted CS (g-TIDCS) and mean value based and TIDCS
(m-TIDCS), respectively. The former aims to detect the
users based on the fact that the accumulative number of
being detected of different active users should be similar
during each iteration, while the latter is to detect the users
whose accumulative number of being detected is greater
than the average number of being detected of all the users.
Both algorithms achieve much higher accuracy than the
DACS algorithm in [15]. m-TIDCS is more suitable for
high active user ratio and very low SNR scenarios, while
g-TIDCS is more suitable at a larger-valued SNR (still in
the range of low SNR).
• Based on the UAD results obtained, a low-complexity CS
based channel estimation approach is proposed, which
presents a lower normalized mean square error (NMSE)
than the CoSaMP approach in [19] and the OMP ap-
proach in [20]. In addition, we derive the upper bound and
lower bound of complexity ratio between the proposed
scheme and OMP [20], proving a lower complexity of
the proposed channel estimator than OMP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
illustrates the system model. The detection of set of active user
algorithm, together with channel estimation is demonstrated
and discussed in Section III. Simulation results are given in
Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Notation: We use bold capital letters to denote matrices
(e.g., A) and bold lowercase letters to denote vectors (e.g.,
a). Besides, ||A||2 is the L2-norms of a matrix A and AT
indicates the transpose of a matrix A. |Γ| denotes the number
of elements in set Γ, and Γ\Γ̂ denotes the set consisting
of elements in Γ while not in Γ̂. Furthermore, diag(a) is a
diagonal matrix with vector a on its diagonal.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a practical uplink NOMA system where the
exact number of active users is unknown at base staction (BS),
as shown in Fig. 1. The users are kept active or inactive in
several consistent symbols and each symbol for different users
occupies M same subcarriers. In addition, there are one BS
and N users, all equipped with a single antenna without loss
of generality. The number of active users, the maximum path
delay and the number of path for each user are denoted as K,
LM and L, respectively. Furthermore, denote hjn of size LM×1
as the time-domain discrete channel vector in the j-th symbol













Fig. 1. The illustration of a typical multipath uplink NOMA scenario.





αjn,lδ(τ − τn,l), (1)
where τn,l and α
j
n,l are respectively the path delay and the
complex path gain of the l-th path. Note that αjn,l = 0 if the
n-th user is not active. In addition, we assume that the path
delays change slowly and maintain the constant for a number
of symbols, while the path gains vary from symbol to symbol.









where Θn = snFLM denotes the sensing matrix for the n-th
user. sn denotes the reference signal [14] for the n-th user. In
addition, FLM indicates DFT matrix with first LM columns.
In addition, wj denotes the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) following complex Gaussian distribution.
For brevity, we collect (2) into a compact form as
yj = Θhj + wj , (3)




T , · · · , (hjn)T
]T
has size of NLM . Typically,
M  NLM , (3) is in a standard CS structure where we can
employ the CS theory to acquire CSI.
III. TIDCS ALGORITHM
The greedy algorithm is the most popular technique in CS-
MUD due to its low complexity. However, it needs to know
the sparsity of the measured signal matrix, which is inefficient
for grant free NOMA systems. In this section, we introduce
time-invariant multipath delay to perform UAD and channel
estimation based on classical CS algorithm, OMP [20]. which
does not require the knowledge of the level of user activity
and detect active users with high accuracy.
Fig. 2 shows the framework map for proposed TIDCS algo-















Fig. 2. The illustration of framework map for proposed TIDCS Algorithm.
is analyzed to perform user activity detection and channel
estimation. The user activity detection consists of three stages,
named as pruning, statistics and judgment respectively. In
addition, noise and time-invariant multipath delay are the prior
knowledge of proposed TIDCS algorithm. Furthermore, chan-
nel estimation will be executed after user activity detection.
Now the holistic view of this paper has been on some scale.
Hence, the proposed TIDCS is demonstrated in detail in the
following.
A. User Activity Detection
The traditional greedy algorithm needs to know the exact
sparsity level of the received superimposed signal, which
however is difficult to be acquired in grant-free systems. To
overcome this limitation, we introduce additional condition to
the traditional greedy algorithm, i.e., the residual noise level.
The proposed for UAD is described in detail as follows.
1) Pruning: Pruning aims to eliminate erroneously selected
channel taps leveraging from previous NOMA symbol. In each
NOMA symbol, the chosen set of channel tap may contain
uncertain value. Thus, we use currently received data to refine
the former tap set and correct the recorded set of active user.
Firstly, the power of residual signal should be acquired for
determining whether this stage would be performed and the
residual signal can be given by
rjP j−1 = y
j − Φ†P j−1 ĥ
j
P j−1 , (4)
where rjP j−1 is the residual signal in the current symbol j
with channel tap set P from last symbol j−1. Furthermore, it
should be noteworthy that the power of residual signal equals
to the power of current noise if the channel tap set is well






Thus, we employ (5) to assess the former channel tap list
P j−1. When the power of residual signal is no less than the
noise power, redundant tap needs to be pruned. As the channel
tap may be falsely chosen, we should eliminate the impact of
false drop of channel tap. Here the index of channel tap p
and corresponding user index n will be collected by step 10
and step 11, respectively. Furthermore, index p will be deleted
from P j−1. Afterwards, statistical set of active user Z decrease
one corresponding to user index n.
Algorithm 1 TIDCS for UAD
Input:
Received signals: y1,y2, · · · ,yJ ;
Sensing matrix: Θ.
Output:
User activity set: IC ;
1: Initialization :
2: P = ∅; Υ = ∅;Z = 0; Ψ = Θ.
3: for j = 1 to J do
4: Θ = Ψ;
5: Pruning:
6: if j > 1 then




8: rjP j−1 = y










10: p = argMin
P j−1
(∣∣∣ĥjP j−1∣∣∣);
11: n = {User index correspond to p};
12: P j−1 = P j−1\{p}; Z(n) = Z(n)− 1;
13: rjP j−1 = y






17: for i = 1 to M do
18: k = argMax
k
∣∣∣θ†kyj∣∣∣;
19: n = {User index correspond to k};
20: if k > (∆n + δ) or k < (∆n − δ) then
21: Θn = 0; Continue;
22: end if
23: θk = 0; P j = P j ∪ {k}; Γ(n) = Γ(n) + 1;








26: if ||rji ||2 ≤ ||w
j ||2 or ||r
j
i ||2 ≤ ||r
j
i−1||2 then
27: Quit the iteration;
28: end if
29: end for
30: Υ = find(Γ >= Th); Z(Υ) = Z(Υ) + 1;
31: end for
32: Judgment:
33: v = max(gradient (sort(Z))) or v = mean(Z);
34: Ic = {Indices for values ne less than v in Z};
35: return Ic.
2) Statistics: This stage extracts the possible user channel
tap and active user index. The misoperation of index along
with largest absolute value may occur in low SNR scenario
due to noise. Then time-invariant multipath delay is employed
to confirm step 18. If channel tap delay corresponding to the
index k selected by step 18 is beyond the possible range of
multipath delay, this index will be discarded. The possible
multipath delay has a range from [∆n − δ] to [∆n − δ] in
current symbol, where we define the initial set of multipath
delay for user n as ∆n and its deviation as δ. Furthermore,
sensing matrix for user n corresponding to the index k should
be set to 0.
When the candidate tap coincides with set of multipath
delay, the candidate tap set should be updated by merging
the preliminary set and new tap together
P j = P j ∪ k. (6)
Note that the column of the sensing matrix corresponding
to new tap should be set to 0. Moreover, current set of active
user Γ should be added for the final judgment.
Based (5), the support set for channel tap should satisfy the
requirement of power conservation, that the power of residual
signal with perfect support tap set should equal to the power
of noise. Here, the part of the statistic is terminated under
two conditions: a) the power of residual signal should be no
more than the power of noise and b) the power of the current
residual signal should be no larger than that of the former one,
i.e.,
||rji ||2 ≤ ||w
j ||2 or ||r
j
i ||2 ≤ ||r
j
i−1||2. (7)
3) Judgment: As the third stage, judgment is to evaluate the
statistical alternative utilizing g-TIDCS or m-TIDCS. These
two approaches are presented to verify the final active user.
The one is g-TIDCS in line with that the accumulative number
of being detected for different active users should be similar





where x denotes step length and Ẑ denotes the collection after
sorting Z. The users whose number of times being detected
is no less than maximum gradient in Z are regarded as the
real active users, since number of being detected for different
active users should be similar and maximum.
The other one is m-TIDCS based on that the number of
times being detected for different active users should be greater
than the average number of times being detected of all users.
B. Channel Estimation
After Algorithm 1, the active user index and the total
number of active user are acquired, and then these informa-
tion combined with time-invariant multipath delay as a prior
knowledge is input to greedy algorithm, here refer to OMP.
Similar to (2) and (3), we have
y = ΘIC ,∆IC hIC + w, (9)
where ∆IC denotes the possible multipath delay combined
with detected user set IC . Thus, CSI can be obtained by
utilizing (9) based on OMP algorithm. Table I demonstrates the
computational complexity of the proposed TIDCS algorithm,
and the existing OMP and CoSaMP algorithms in terms of
the number of complex additions and multiplications. It is
obviously that CoSaMO has the least complexity among the
three algorithms since its complexity is independent of the
sparsity level, i.e., KL. Thus, the complexity of CoSaMP is
selected as the benchmark. In contrast, the complexities of the
proposed TIDCS and OMP depend on the exact sparsity level,
TABLE I





TIDCS O(KMN(2δ + 1)L2)






In addition, the multipath delays in discrete time domain
could be consecutive and small. Therefore, the multipath




≤ ξ ≤ (2δ + 1)
10
. (11)
Normally, the numerator is smaller than the denominator
for the upper bound since δ could be small.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed TIDCS
algorithm is demonstrated. The total number of users N and
number of subcarriers M in each symbol are both set to 256.
The values of LM and L are 26 and 3, respectively [16]. L
is assumed to follow uniform distribution. The probability of
active user ranges from 0.05 to 0.075. Parameter δ in (10) is
2. In addition, the threshold of reconfirming active user set
is an integer that is no less than half of the number of valid
taps. Finally, we resort to pseudo-noise to construct a Toeplitz
Matrix satisfying the requirement of the restricted isometry
property, which is a necessary condition for CS [14].
Significantly, the number of erroneously estimated indices
should be taken into account in case that the size of recovered
active user set is much greater than the real active user set,
which will dramatically increase the complexity of receiver,
for instance, increasing the time of responding to users in idle
state. Thus, we introduce a relatively error ratio (RER), which
is the deviation of the number of erroneously estimated indices
from the real number of active users. RER decreases as the









where I represents the real active user set and J is the number
of received symbols. We also define an absolute success rate
(ASR) of UAD, which is the ratio between the number of
accurately estimated indices and the real number of active
users. A larger value of ASR means more accurate detection






















DACS [15], SNR = 1 dB
DACS [15], SNR = 5 dB
g-TIDCS, SNR = 1 dB
g-TIDCS, SNR = 5 dB
m-TIDCS, SNR = 1 dB
m-TIDCS, SNR = 5 dB
Fig. 3. RER for different schemes with 5% active ratio.













DACS [15], SNR = 1 dB
DACS [15], SNR = 5 dB
g-TIDCS, SNR = 1 dB
g-TIDCS, SNR = 5 dB
m-TIDCS, SNR = 1 dB
m-TIDCS, SNR = 5 dB
Fig. 4. RER for different schemes with 7.5% active ratio.
In Fig. 3, the RER performance of the different algorithms
is demonstrated under different SNR configurations. It can be
seen that g-TIDCS and m-TIDCS show a lower RER perfor-
mance over the benchmarks. It is because DACS algorithm
only consider whether the active user is detected without
an eliminating error of UAD mechanism. In addition, the g-
TIDCS presents a higher erratic fluctuation than the m-TIDCS
because the former highly subjects to that the accumulative
number of being detected for different active users should be
similar during iteration.
Given a large number of active users, e.g. 7.5% active ratio,
the RER performance of the both m-TIDCS and g-TIDCS
algorithms for RER remains unchanged, as shown in Fig. 4.
In particular, the RER of m-TIDCS can converge to zero at
SNR = 5 dB compared to g-TIDCS. In brief, m-TIDCS is
better for low active ratio scenario from the perspective of
RER.














5% active rate, DACS [15]
5% active rate, g-TIDCS
5% active rate, m-TIDCS
7.5% active rate, DACS [15]
7.5% active rate, g-TIDCS
7.5% active rate, m-TIDCS
Fig. 5. ASR for different schemes at SNR = 1 dB.














5% active rate, DACS [15]
5% active rate, g-TIDCS
5% active rate, m-TIDCS
7.5% active rate, DACS [15]
7.5% active rate, g-TIDCS
7.5% active rate, m-TIDCS
Fig. 6. ASR for different schemes at SNR = 5 dB.
Fig. 5 shows the impact of number of symbols on the ASR
performance, where SNR is set to 1dB. It can be seen that
m-TIDCS, g-TIDCS surpass DACS with 5% active ratio at
the symbol of 13 and 19, respectively. In addition, both of
proposed schemes can converge to 100% ASR. However, the
performance floor appears with 7.5% active ratio for g-TIDCS
due to more active users, showing that m-TIDCS is more
suitable to low SNR scenario.
In Fig. 6, where SNR is set to 5 dB, both g-TIDCS and m-
TIIDCS significantly outperform DACS [15], which suffers an
error floor independent of the active user ratio. At a 5% active
user ratio, g-TIDCS and m-TIDCS achieve a near-perfect
ASR performance with the number of symbols more than 40
and g-TIDCS has higher accuracy with a faster convergence
speed. At a 7.5% active user ratio, m-TIDCS has a higher
performance gain over g-TIDCS. Hence, m-TIDCS is more
suitable for high active user ratio and very low SNR scenarios
and g-TIDCS is more suitable for a higher SNR case (still in
the range of low SNR).















Fig. 7. The normalized MSE performance of CSI vs. transmit SNR for
proposed TIDCS algorithm, OMP and CoSaMP.
In Fig. 7, NMSE is demonstrated to evaluate the proposed
uplink transmission scheme for CSI estimator with OMP and
CoSaMP [19]. Besides, the comparison of performance only
considers detected active users for the purpose of unbiased
evaluation. Fig. 7 presents that the comparison of different
algorithm with 7.5% active ratio in low SNR scenario, and
shows the proposed TIDCS algorithm achieves lower NMSE
than the works in [19] and [20], especially for low SNR. In
addition, ξ in (11) ranges from 0.2 to 0.56 with the parameter
refers to Section III, implying the complexity of TIDCS for
channel estimation is only 20 percent of OMP in the best-
case scenario and nearly half of the complexity of OMP
in the worst-case scenario. Furthermore, CoSaMP has lower
complexity but with the worst channel estimation performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented two novel CS-aided UAD
algorithms for NOMA systems. Taking the time-invariant
channel tap delays as the prior information, the knowledge
of sparsity of users’ activity is not required, which makes the
algorithms more practical than the previous work [11]–[14].
The proposed m-TIDCS and g-TIDCS algorithms achieve
higher UAD accuracy than the DACS algorithm in [15] at low
SNRs. Based on the obtained active users, we have further
proposed a channel estimation scheme that has lower NMSE
than CoSaMP [19] and OMP [20]. In addition, the upper
and lower bounds on the ratio of complexity between the
proposed channel estimation scheme and OMP have been
derived, which show the superiority of proposed scheme in
terms of complexity.
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